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A major refurbishment and extension to provide 2 highly individual 450msq 
presidential type suites for high roller clients. A master bedroom suite 
with 2 walk in robes and 2 bathrooms including steam showers, spas and 
unique marbles. 2 further guest rooms, a timber panelled entry gallery, 
living room, dining area for 10 people and snug are all finished to the 
highest level of quality including handmade carpets and bespoke joinery. 
A separate kitchen area and butler’s pantry provide 24 hour service. The 
ambience is luxury apartment rather than hotel, complete with a covered 
terrace and outdoor dining area.
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A luxurious refit of rich finishes, maximising natural 
light and views. Including the connection between 
spa bathroom and the room as the perfect resort style 
offer.

1. GENERAL VIEW 
2. BEDHEAD

3. VIEW INTO BATHROOM
4. TV CABINETRY
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A soft refurbishment minimising construction work to provide a light and 
bright streamlined room maximising space and views with a restrained 
sense of luxury.
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As part of the Langham upgrade program, a new entry porte cochere was 
designed with weather protected waiting areas, concierge and an elegant 
front door creating the Langham experience from entry.
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The Langham Hotel, formerly the Sheraton Southbank, is a luxury five star 
property well located on Southbank but lacking much of the core facilities 
typically expected in the top end of the market today. As new owners of the 
hotel, The Langham Group recognised the need for an extensive spa offer to 
underpin the five star status and leverage the potential of prominent roof top 
space with spectacular views of the city. 

The brief was to create a calm luxury environment with references to the 
Asian origins of the Chuan brand and its owners. 15th and 16th Century 
Chinese references were the inspiration behind the clean lines expressed 
in the joinery and fitout. This, coupled with luxurious textured finishes and 
atmospheric lighting, create a sense of expensive serenity.

1. Moongate entry and reception
2. External spa pavilion with city views 

3. Pedicure treatment room
4. VIP treatment suite
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As part of the ongoing policy of improving venues within the Langham 
Group, WEBB+ was commissioned to provide an upmarket retail area 
to the spa as part of building the Chuan range of products. Contemporary 
lighting and presentation combine with the elements derived from the 
original design to create a dramatic retail wall for the full range of products.

CHUAN SPA RETAIL AREA
MELBOURNE 
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The brief from the Langham Melbourne was to provide a brand focussed 
retail outlet that provided basic needs but also gave customers an 
opportunity to aquire something of the “Langham experience”. Branded 
products, hotel consumables and spa products are presented in a unique 
but neutral environment that typifies Langham’s aspirational values.

flavours of langham
MELBOURNE 
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The Langham Melbourne occupies a commanding position along the 
renowned Southbank promenade.  Within the hotel, guests discover a 
world of modern yet timeless elegance.

The soft refurbishment of the guest rooms was to encompass the 5 
star luxury accommodation, inclusive of traditional charms, with current 
technological provisions.  

Custom designed carpets and delicately patterned wall coverings remind 
guests of an elegant era, as do the triple layering of silk drapery, and the 
rich, warm timber tones of the furniture pieces.  Traditional fabrics (some 
from the Buckingham palace archives) were selected, and decorative 
details employed to add the final and tangible luxurious touches. 
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Moonah Links
Handbury Group

FinGal, Vic

Moonah Links, the home of the Australian Golf Open is 
located in the picturesque heath country of the Southern 
Mornington Peninsula. Often exposed to dramatic changes 
in weather, the brief for the exclusive golf lodges bordering 
the 18th hole was to produce an interior design scheme that 
reflected the expectation of corporate clients with a passion 
for golf. 

The resulting scheme uses strongly masculine, textured 
finishes providing a rugged but sophisticated interior with 
strong references to the surrounding golf environment. 
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The brief for The Sands was to provide an interior design solution for a 96 
room hotel project in a coastal golf course environment that appeals to 
owner/investors for personal & corporate use. 

To achieve this WEBB+ used interior design that relies on a consistantly 
neutral palette throughout with strong key accents & colour references 
evoking a domestic ambience.

Fumed timber & soft textured materials subtly relate to the seaside 
location without relying on obvious references.

Operational constraints fully realised through careful selection of finishes.

The SandS hoTel
Torquay
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Sofitel Hotel refurbiSHment                            
Sofitel Hotel

Melbourne

The Melbourne Sofitel Hotel refurbishment at the top of Collins Street was 
completed in 2006. The refurbishment incorporated updating the Lobby 
areas and transforming the Hotel’s main bar, Level 35 Atrium Bar.
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The Astral Ballroom brief called for an elegant but dramatic space that 
could also cover the full range of audio visual requirements expected by 
the current market.

Dramatic custom design sunflower bursts on dark chocolate carpet 
combine with fully automated contempory chandeliers above. Adding to 
the drama of the space, alabaster light panels, timber, marble and fabric 
wall panels complete the sumptuous story.

1. CHANDELIER
2. BALLROOM

3. BALLROtOM
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astral ballroom 
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The LaTrobe Ballroom, a new addition to Sofitel Melbourne’s iventory 
of function spaces, offers a cutting edge contemporary space with an 
extensive AV facility, in contrast to the more conservative offers of their 
competitors. The innovative ceiling layout and programmable lighting 
system allows a myriad of moods within the room. The strong geometric 
patterns of the carpet and dramatic wall lighting anchor the venue as a 
genuinely contemporary space.

la trobe ballroom
MELBOURNE
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To support the ballroom, a series of smaller meeting rooms supplement 
the function rooms offer, providing flexibility for all meeting and function 
sizes. The brand remains demonstrably ‘Langham’.

1. FLINDERS ROOM
2. FLINDERS ROOM

3. yARRA ROOM
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A masculine palette of deep Aubergines, earthy Greens, and Chocolate 
timbers were used for the refurbishment of one of Melbourne’s premier 
function venues, the Fitzroy Ballroom at the Sofitel Hotel.

Reds, Coppers and Golds spark and contrast the scheme whilst the dark 
coloured suspended ceiling is balanced with the pale carpet background 
and the striking carpet motif reflects the Halian wallpaper design on a 
grand scale.

3 metre high deco inspired wall lights installed above a solid timber chair 
rail and timber panel below break up the expanse of the high walls and a 
multitude of pendant ring lights provide light to the center of the room and 
decorate the expansive ceiling.

The extensive interior design refurbishment is complemented with the 
latest AV and audio equipment.

fitzroy ballroom
MELBOURNE

SOFITEL HOTEL
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With views across Melbourne the Sofitel Tower Suites provide an elegant, 
understated pallette that suits the broad range of uses these spaces are 
required to fulfill. Traditional finishes with contemporary details provide 
a boardroom feel to the spaces that work equally well as a day or night 
venue.

TOWER SUITES
MELBOURNE 
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The Victoria Suites are a function space best suited to more intimate 
corporate or social gatherings. The hotel’s brief entailed provisions for 
various lighting options, installation of the latest AV equipment and 
refurbishing the space with warm and rich finishes.

Automated, ceiling recessed screens and projectors are installed in each 
ceiling coffer which are finished in a subtly reflective paint and highlighted 
with up lighting from custom pendant rings.

Rich Beige Aubergine and Red tones are woven into the custom designed 
carpets and the complementary wallpaper is enhanced with a multitude of 
gold wall lights. 

The outcome is a sophisticated yet functional space.
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A soft refurbishment with a focus on maintaining the classic brand that 
represents the Langham in the marketplace. The work, including redesign 
of carpets provides a more dramatic entreatment within the existing 
architecture of the spaces.
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